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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2008154709A1] A convertible dining / billiard table includes features allowing a slim design dining table at regular dining height, easily
convertible in a pool table. One feature is a pocket ball holder for a pool, snooker, pyramid or other pocket billiard table, featuring a very flat design
with no depth when the said pocket ball holder does not hold any ball, but able to stretch and hold several balls when one or several balls are
pocketed. The ball holder comprises an elastic membrane (221). The table is also provided with a height adjustment mechanism, comprising
two profiles, a first one of the profile being slidably disposed inside (14) a second one (10) of the profile. A third piece is provided consisting in a
cylindrical bar (13) moving through specifically shaped cavities (12) in the two profiles and engaging in a first position when moving one profile in
one direction. The cylindrical bar maintains the moving profile to this first position when the said moving profile is moved in the opposite direction,
the cylindrical axis being removed and engaged in a second position when the moving profile (10) is moved again in the first direction, the cylindrical
bar maintaining the moving profile to this second position when the said moving profile is moved back in the opposite direction. The two positions of
the said cylindrical bar allow the moving profile to be maintained in two different heights.
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